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Why domain observation?

• magnetic properties

• hysteresis measurements

• coercivity Hc, anisotropy field Hk

• saturation magnetization Bs, remanent magnetization Br

• but ...

• local effects

• domain walls

• patterned samples

• multilayers

• ...
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Domain observation - wish list

• image magnetic microstructure with lateral resolution in 
the range from nanometer up to millimeter

• directly image magnetization

• element specific

• image depth sensitive

• imaging of working devices - through non-magnetic 
covering layers or substrate

• image while applying arbitrary magnetic fields

• allow sample manipulation (heating, cooling, stressing etc.)

• follow magnetization dynamics

• minimal interaction with magnetization



Magneto-optical microscopy

• image magnetic microstructure with lateral resolution in 
the range from nanometer up to millimeter

✓ directly image magnetization
✦ element specific
✓ image depth sensitive
✓ imaging of working devices - through non-magnetic 

covering layers or substrate
✓ image while applying arbitrary magnetic fields
✓ allow sample manipulation (heating, cooling, stressing etc.)
✓ follow magnetization dynamics
✓ minimal interaction with magnetization



What is this about? 

• optical microscopy

• magneto-optics

• magneto-optical microscopy (incl. time-resolved)

• transmission microscopy - Faraday effect

• wide-field and scanning Kerr microscopy

• Voigt-effect microscopy

• MOIF microscopy (indirect)



Magneto-optical effects

... change of polarization of light due to 
magnetism ...



Magneto-optical effects - history

• Michael Faraday (1791-1867)
• “Today worked with lines of magnetic force, passing them across different bodies 

(transparent in different directions) and at the same time passing a polarized ray 
of light through them and afterwards examining the ray by a Nichol’s Eyepiece or 
other means.”

• small change of polarization plane due to magnetic interaction 
in transmission. - ~ M



Magneto-optical effects - history

• J. Kerr (1824-1907)

• small change of polarization plane 
due to magnetic interaction in 
reflection 

• “Circular birefringence” ~ M

W. Voigt (1850 - 1919)

even smaller change of polarization plane 
due to magnetic interaction.

“Linear birefringence” - ~ M2 



Dielectric law (cubic)

• E: electric vector of light wave

• e: dielectric tensor

• D: dielectric displacement vector

• m: magnetization vector components (cubic crystal, isotr.)

• Q, B1, B2: complex material constants
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Dielectric law (II) - isotropic case

concept of Lorentz force

  D = ε (E + iQ m × E) = f (m × E)

 m × E

D(m)



Overview - Kerr and Faraday

polar || longitudinal || transverse

out-of plane sensitivity out-of plane sensitivity +
in-plane sensitivity

in-plane sensitivity

from A. Hubert, R. Schäfer; Magnetic domains ...



Polar Kerr effect

• perpendicular illumination

• sensitive to polar or out-of-plane magnetization component m

!0

m x E

m 

from A. Hubert, R. 
Schäfer; Magnetic 

domains ...



Longitudinal Kerr effect

• non-perpendicular illumination

• oblique plane of incidence

• sensitive to magnetization component m parallel plane of 
incidence 

m x E

from A. Hubert, R. 
Schäfer; Magnetic 

domains ...

note:
still polar 

effect 
included



Out-of-plane vs. in-plane sensitivity

• Mpolar x E > Mlongitudinal x E

• diffraction index nMetal ≈ 3 (Fe)

➡ polar magnetization much easier to measure



Practical MOKE (longitudinal Kerr effect)

• detection of change of 
polarization

• goal...

• domain contrast

➡ f(analyzer setting)

polarizer

adapted from R. Schäfer

polarized light
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Detection (wide-field microscopy)

f(analyzer setting)

• analyzer not perpendicular to polarizer

➡ domain contrast

RK

analyzer

po
la

ri
ze

r

RN

–RK

dark domain
“bright” domain



Voigt effect vs. Kerr effect

• “Add-on” to Kerr effect

• not easy to separate

• Voigt signal small relative to Kerr signal (6% from FFT)

• complementary additional information possible

physica status solidi – 2 – Rapid Research Note

This equation perfectly corresponds to our experimental findings, which allows us to determine the factor
b responsible for the QMOKE. Although the measurement does not allow the determination of the
parameters B1 and B2 directly, the amplitude b of the QMOKE can easily be shown to be 14% of the
amplitude q of the linear Kerr effect, a factor of two with respect to the FFT due to the prefactor in
equation (2). This means that for a correct description of the experimental longitudinal Kerr loops the first
and second-order effects may have to be included, at least for all those cases where remarkable parts of mt

occur during the reversal.

Fig. 1. Experimentally observed longitudinal Kerr rotation of an 8 nm Fe specimen [3 nm Ta /
8 nm Fe / 5 nm Ta / 400 nm SiO2/Si(100)] at H = 14.3 kA/m (hair crosses) together with
the cosine contribution (black thin line). The difference between the experimental curve and the
cosine, multiplied by five, is shown as line with circles. The ratio of H/HK is about 50

The problem of achieving a very large ratio H/HK can be managed by combination of symmetric states
during field rotation at a limited ratio of H/HK. As we will show in a further publication [8] the method
proposed here can be applied for all cases where the magnetisation reversal can be described by the
rotation of a single, homogeneously magnetised domain with a uniaxial anisotropy and H !HK.

Table 1
Fourier coefficients of the  experimental Kerr curve shown in Fig. 1

n amplitude
(10–3 degree)

amplitude ratio
(%)

phase
(degree)

1 47.06 100 0.17
2 3.22 6.85 –89.52

3 0.232 0.5 –11.77

4 0.04 0.08 –77.09

Acknowledgement   This project was financially supported by the Bundesminister für Bildung und
Forschung (Grant No. 13N7089).
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Penetration of light - depth sensitivity

• Kerr amplitude - f(tFM) 

• depth sensitivity adjustable through phase shift

➡ layer sensitive imaging (?)

sample depth



Summary on magneto-optical effects

• Faraday effect

• magneto-optical Kerr effect - MOKE

• proportional to (projection of)
magnetization

• in-plane and out-of-plane sensitivity

• “surface” sensitive (adjustable)

• Voigt effect



Optical microscopy

... microscope schemes and resolution ...



Wide-field 
microscope

• 1-step image 
acquisition

• camera based

www.nikon.com

polarization elements missing



Scanning microscopy

• “step-by step” 
image 
acquisition

• resolution 
determined also 
by scanning 
procedure

• wide range of 
detectors 
possible

www.zeiss.com



On the resolution 
of optical 
microscopy
(E. Abbe, 1840-1905)

• diffraction limited image 
formation

• resolution determent by 
the constructive 
interference

• diffraction limited

• f(λ)

• f(opening of objective)



Lateral resolution - diffraction limited

     object 1 + object 2

• distance > λ

• constructive interference



Lateral resolution - diffraction limited

• narrowing of object 1 + object 2

• reduction of diffraction maxima

• limited through λ and opening  



Lateral resolution of a microscope

•  D: lateral resolution

•  λ: wavelength of imaging radiation

•  n: index of refraction of medium between point source 
and lens, relative to free space

•  Θ: half the angle of the cone of light from specimen 
plane accepted by the objective

•  n sin Θ is expressed as NA (numerical aperture)

  
D ≈ λ

2 ⋅n ⋅sinΘ
= λ

2 ⋅NA

D ≈ 200 nm



Near field imaging (SNOM)

• overcoming the diffraction limit

• e.g. aperture-type SNOM

• resolution ≈ nm (demonstrated 100 nm)
(will not be further treated in this talk)



Summary on optical microscopy

• 2 types

• wide-field microscope

• scanning microscope

• resolution limited through

• wavelength λ

• NA of objective

• n (1.5 for immersion objectives) 

• best around 200 nm

(magnification not important)



Practical magneto-optical microscopy

... wide (bright) field imaging ...



Overview

• different types of magneto-optical microscopy

tim
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“Ingredients”

• (high intensity) light source

• polarized light

• polarizer or polarized light source

• analyzer

• imaging optics

• objective lens

• polarization microscope

• image detection

• photo diode (scanning)

• camera system



Common elements - wide field imaging

(very simple) - polarization optics

illumination

observation



Faraday microscopy

• transmission of magnetic sample

• limited to transparent magnetic materials
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Faraday example - garnet film

• polar sensitivity, perpendicular anisotropy

• meta-stable domain structure dependent on magnetic history

a) 90° (in-plane) - maze pattern

b) 20° - band domains

c) 1° - bubble lattice

d) 0° - mixed pattern

a) c)b) d)
20 µm

from A. Hubert, R. Schäfer; Magnetic domains ...



Summary on Faraday microscopy

• direct method

• limited to optical transparent 
materials (transmission)

• averages over sample thickness

• low lateral resolution

• used as indicator film (next...)



Magneto-optical indicator film (MOIF)

• reflection - non-transparent samples (magnetic thin films)

• indirect method - use of garnet film as an indicator of 
magnetic stray fields



Magneto-optical indicator film (MOIF)

• transparent magnetic garnet film (thick, epitaxial grown on 
non-magnetic garnet film)

• Al mirror due to reflection mode

• imaging of magnetic charges 

• domain walls or “ripple” in thin films

• patterned magnetic samples



MOIF - imaging of magneto-elastic films

• magnetization reversal of TbFe/FeCo multilayers by 
magnetic field H and applied tensile stress σ

• ripple and domain wall visible

images courtesy E. Quandt, CAESAR

2 mm



MOIF - exchange biased films

• Ni81Fe19-Fe50Mn50 (11 nm ... 18 nm/ 30 nm)

• asymmetric domain nucleation and movement for forward 
and backward loop branch
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FIG. 3. MOIF images of domain structure in the center of the
thin end of the wedge at various points of the hysteresis loop
corresponding to stages IV (a)– (c) and VI (d)– (f ) in Fig. 1.
The white arrows indicate the direction of magnetization.

differences between the increasing-field and decreasing-

field branches due to unusual DW nucleation features and

the asymmetry in the DW motion. The magnetization re-

versal process starts from a saturated magnetization point-

ing to the left [Fig. 3(c) and stage V in Fig. 1(b)]. As

the field is increased to 26.6 mT, initial nucleation of

FIG. 4. MOIF images of domain wall moving in opposite di-
rections at stages III (a)– (c) and VII (d)– (f ) of the hystere-
sis loop in Fig. 1. The white arrows indicate the direction of
magnetization.

the reversal domain occurs in the middle part of the thin

end [Fig. 3(d)], but at a different location from the one

that the domain disappeared during the decreasing-field

branch of the loop [Fig. 3(b)]. As the magnetic field fur-

ther increases, the newly reversed domains with magneti-

zation pointing to the right extend along the thin end of the

wedge to form a continuous domain. At the same time, the

DW moves towards the thick end of the wedge [Figs. 3(e)

and 3(f), stage VI in Fig. 1(b)]. Both the domain shape

and DW dynamics differ from those observed during the

decreasing-field branch. The DW is zigzag in shape in

the field-decreasing process, is more mobile, and has a

large propensity to creep [Fig. 3(a)]. In the field-increasing

process, the DW is much more rounded in shape, indicat-

ing a different distribution of the localized magnetostatic

charges.

As the field is further increased, the DW moves to-

wards the thick end of the wedge, also arc-shaped as be-

fore, except that the central part of the DW is the leading

one [stage VII in Fig. 1(b)]. When this central part of

the macroscopic DW reaches the thick end of the wedge,

two corner domains remain in the sample as shown in

Figs. 2(d)–2(f) [stage VIII in Fig. 1(b)]. Eventually DW’s

of these two domains are driven out of the wedge corners

[Figs. 2(d)–2(f)], and the sample returns to the fully mag-

netized ground state shown in stage I of Fig. 1(b).

In stages III and VII of Fig. 1(b) there is an arc-shaped

DW. The central part of the DW is perpendicular to

the wedge direction, but with larger curvature at both

ends of the DW. This is illustrated in Fig. 4, showing

the motion of the curved DW near the sample edge.

Comparing the domain pattern of the same region for

the decreasing [Figs. 4(a)–4(c)] and increasing branches

[Figs. 4(d)–4(f)], one immediately notices a pronounced

asymmetry in the DW-pinning site interactions. In the

increasing-field branch, the DW is strongly pinned by a

rectilinear crystal defect, whereas in the decreasing-field

branch this defect does not influence the DW motion.

The key observation revealed by the MOIF images is

the acute asymmetry in the DW nucleation, its motion,

and its interactions with crystal lattice defects. It has

been revealed in every region of the sample as shown in

Figs. 2–4. This asymmetry in the DW behavior is unique

to exchange-coupled AF/FM bilayers. In either a single

FM layer or a single AF layer, such asymmetry does not

exist. As described below, the observed asymmetry in

FM/AF bilayers reveals the presence of an AF domain

wall, which has also been indicated by more recent mi-

cromagnetic models.

In the first model of exchange coupling of FM/AF

bilayers, the AF layer was assumed to have a static

spin structure with an uncompensated interfacial spin

structure [3]. During switching of the exchange-coupled

FM layer, the spin structure of the AF layer re-

mains unchanged. Such models with a static AF spin

structure could not explain asymmetry in the DW mo-

tion. The pinning centers for the DW would be the

767
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measures the stray fields from the FM surface, has been

used to map out the domains and the DW motion.

The hysteresis loop of the entire wedge sample mea-

sured at room temperature in a vibrating sample magne-

tometer is shown in Fig. 1(a) (the large scatter and slightly

different values in M!Ms at saturation is probably due

to the weak signal of a small sample). The correspond-

ing domain patterns observed by MOIF are schematically

shown in Fig. 1(b). Representative images taken at differ-

ent stages during a hysteresis loop measurement are shown

in Figs. [2–4]. The domain nucleation and DW motion

can be divided into different stages for both the decreasing-

field and increasing-field branches of a hysteresis loop.

In the decreasing-field branch [stages I–V in Fig. 1(b)],

magnetization reversal from the fully magnetized state

[stage I in Fig. 1(b)] occurs first at the two corner regions

of the thick end of the wedged-FM [stage II in Fig. 1(b)],

due to the presence of magnetic poles as in the free FM.

Figure 2 shows the magnetization reversal in the lower

right-hand corner of the thick end of the wedge. The MOIF

technique detects the stray fields from a magnetic surface

and nonuniform magnetization distribution inside the

sample. Magnetic charges are revealed as dark and bright

contrast on the gray background in slightly uncrossed

polarizers, displaying the domains and the orientation of

the magnetization within them. White arrows have been

placed to show the magnetization direction. The sample

in Fig. 2 was initially fully magnetized in a positive field

of 14 mT, applied to the right [stage I in Fig. 1(b)]. As

shown in Fig. 2(a), upon decreasing the field to 25.5 mT,

FIG. 1. Hysteresis loop (a) and schematics (b) of domain struc-
ture at the different stages (I–VIII) of magnetization reversal of
a wedged NiFe/uniform FeMn bilayer.

small domains with opposite magnetization begin to

appear, whereas the vast majority of the area is still mag-

netized to the right. When the external field continues to

decrease, the domain with a reversed magnetization

expands and encompasses the thick FM end [Figs. 2(b)

and 2(c)], consolidating the small reversed domains in

Fig. 2(a).

The corner domain evolution represented by

Figs. 2(a)–2(c) also occurs at the lower left-hand

corner of the thick end of the wedge, i.e., two corner

domains develop simultaneously at the thick end of the

FM [stage II in Fig. 1(b)]. Their continued growth in

decreasing magnetic field leads to the joining of the two

domains [stage III in Fig. 1(b)]. At this stage, the wedged

FM consists of only two macroscopic domains with

opposite magnetizations, separated by a 180± wall [16].
The resultant single DW is arc-shaped, bowing towards

the thin end of the wedge.

The arc-shaped DW is driven towards the thin end of the

wedge with further decrease of the magnetic field. Near

the end of the magnetization reversal process, not two but

only one domain is driven out of the sample in the middle

section of the thin end of the wedge [stage IV in Fig. 1(b)].

This is clearly illustrated by examining the central region

of the thin end as shown in Figs. 3(a)–3(c), where only

one domain is driven out.

In the increasing-field branch of the hysteresis loop,

from V to VIII [Fig. 1(b)], on a macroscopic level, the

magnetization reversal seems to be just the stages of II to

V in reverse. However, a closer examination shows crucial

FIG. 2. MOIF images of domain structure at the lower right-
hand corner of the thick end of the wedge at various points of
the hysteresis loop corresponding to stages II (a)– (c) and VIII
(d)– (f ) in Fig. 1. The white arrows indicate the direction of
magnetization.
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V. Nikitenko et al., Phys Rev. Lett. 84 (4), 765-768 (2000)

III (a) – (c)                                                               VII (d ) – (f )



Summary on MOIF

• indirect method

• detection of magnetic charges of 
ferromagnetic material’s surface

• metalized transparent epitaxial 
garnet layer as detection film

• low resolution due to thickness of 
garnet film and “micromagnetic” 
feature size in garnet



Practical wide-field Kerr microscopy

... shining light on magnetic metals ...



Illumination path (polar)

• reflection

• non-transparent samples from bulk to thin films

• perpendicular incidence of light

• direct method - surface imaging



Example polar image (textured Nd2Fe14B)

• permanent magnet

• thermally demagnetized magnetic state

• nominal c-axis perpendicular to imaging plane

• small variations in domain structure

images courtesy O. Gutfleisch, IFW Dresden

sintered magnet

10 μm



Illumination path (longitudinal+polar)

• reflection

• oblique incidence of light

• in- and out-of-plane sensitivity (!)

• direct method - surface imaging



Contrast enhancement - Ni81Fe19 (8 nm)

• magnetic contrast enhancement (low longitudinal contrast)

• difference image - background subtraction

• eliminate non-magnetic contrast

• enhance domain contrast

• averaging - improvement of signal-to-noise ratio

other methods possible -

always differential for wide field Kerr microscopy



On magnification - field of view

... from mm to µm ...



Longitudinal Kerr from mm ...

• Fe-Si3% transformer steel

• nominal in-plane easy axis of magnetization aligned vertically 

• 3 grains with different degree of disorientation

image courtesy R. Schäfer, IFW Dresden

1 mm



... polar Kerr down to µm (I)

• longitudinal recording head pole-tip during write excitation

• enhanced polar magnetization at write gap between P1 and P2

P2 - 
2nd write pole

P1 - 
1st write pole

write gap

Ni81Fe19

Ni45Fe55

B. Argyle, J. McCord, 
Magnetic Storage Systems Beyond 2000/ Nato Science Series: II: Mathematics, Physics and Chemistry, vol. 41 ed. G.C. Hadjipanayis (2001)

real d
evice!



On resolution ...

... down to the sub-µm ...



High resolution - gap distance 200 nm

• imaging of micron sized pole-tip (again)

• determination of Mout-of-plane (@30 mA write current)

P2 - 
2nd write pole

P1 - 
1st write pole

write gap

 

Mout-of-plane



... more on lateral resolution...

• Fe50Co50 stripes

• varying width down to 1.7 µm

• sub-µm ripple domains

• interacting domains across 
stripe border due to magneto-
static interaction

• strong dependence on magnetic 
field history

J. McCord, T. Schmitte, et al., IEEE Transactions on Magnetics 39, 2687-2689 (2003)
K. Theis-Bröhl, B. P. Toperverg, et al., Phys. Rev. B 72, 020403(R) (2005)

(comparison with polarized neutron scattering)



... sub-µm imaging.

• head-on-domains in NiFe wires (20 nm x 500 nm)

• aligned in vertical field
(current induced domain wall motion)

together with M. Kläui, University Konstanz

“2D-structure”

after Hext



Magnetization reversal in Co-wires

• measurement of magnetic 
properties (Hc)

• head-on domain wall motion through 
stripes (small width w)

• domain buckling (not shown)

together with B. Hausmanns, University Duisburg



Summary on practical resolution

• demonstrated resolution close to 
theoretical resolution

• sub µm imaging “easily” achievable



Magnetic multilayers ...

... from thick to thin, from non-
transparent to transparent ...



Thick films - CoFeSiB/SiO2/CoFeSiB

• determination of magnetic states in 
hidden layer from “micromagnetics”

➡ known anisotropy axis
(microinductors)

together with M. Frommberger, CAESAR



Domain structure in buried layers

• PtMn/CoFe (1.4 nm)/Ru (0.8 nm)/ CoFe (1.8 
nm)/Cu/CoFe-NiFe (3 nm)

• coupled “free layer” acting as a detection layer

• two domain types evident

20 µm

R.S. Beach, J. McCord, et al., APL 80 (24), 4576-4578 (2002)

perpendicular “spin-flop”
field anneal @ Hopt



Asymmetric reversal - exchange bias

• exchange biased Co90Fe10 (20 nm) / Ir23Mn77 (10 nm)

• imaging through IrMn layer

• observation of loop and domain asymmetry 

J. McCord, R. Mattheis, et al.. JAP 93 (9), 5491-5497 (2003)



Complementary Voigt and Kerr imaging

• Fe/Al/Fe  (10 nm/3 nm/10 nm) 
magnetic bi-layer structure

• mixed alignment of magnetization - 
low coupling

• determination of parallel and 
orthogonal alignment of M

Voigt effect ~M2 Kerr effect ~M
J. McCord, A. Hubert et al., IEEE Transaction on Magnetics 29, 2735-2737 (1993)
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Layer sensitive imaging in Fe bi-layers

• Fe/Cr/Fe (15 nm/x/15 nm)

• identification of 

• ferromagnetic coupling (left)

• 90°-degree or biquadratic coupling (right)

R. Schäfer, J. Magn. Magn. Mat., 148, 226-231 (1995)



Bi-layer magnetization reversal

• Co/Cu/Ni81Fe19 (5 nm/5 nm/50 nm)

• top Co layer - both layers visible

• magneto-static Néel wall interaction - charge compensation 

• regular and irregular domain walls

MOKE curve



Layer-by-layer imaging (degaussed)

• top Co layer

• complicated domain structure and 360° walls

• bottom Permalloy layer

• “modulated” 180° wall

• magneto-statically induced variation inside the domains

Co/Cu/Ni81Fe19 (5 nm/5 nm/50 nm)



Summary on multilayers

• magnetization in thin film multi-
layers resolvable

• imaging of buried layers

• imaging through non-transparent 
covering layers

• layer-by-layer imaging (thin films -
bi-layer)



Effects of stress ... 

... magnetostrictive materials, stress 
induced reversal ...



Alignment of magnetization in FeSi

• transformer steel λ100 > 0

• domain alignment through application of stress

initial state under tensile stress

1 mm

st
re

ss

images courtesy R. Schäfer, IFW Dresden



Patterned FeCoSiB discs (0.5 µm)

• stress induced Ku alignment in magnetoelastic sensor elements

• switch from branched to regular closure domains (f(Hk))

induced anisotropy

st
re

ss
 

an
is

ot
ro

py

100 µm

S. Glasmachers, M. Frommberger, J. McCord, E. Quandt, phys. stat. sol. (a) 201, 15, 3319-3324 (2004)

magnetoelastic sensors



Stress induced magnetization reversal

• CoFe/CoB (7.7 nm/2.3 nm)200 multilayers

• completely different domain (wall) behavior

J. McCord, M. Frommberger et al., JAP 95, 6861-6863 (2004)

magnetoelastic sensors

no field applied!



Domain analysis - stress induced reversal

• similar to cross-tie walls

• preferred 90°-wall alignment

• stress energy minimization - film substrate interaction

J. McCord, M. Frommberger et al., JAP 95, 6861-6863 (2004)

M(H)

M(σ)



Stress relaxation in magn. films - low λs

• edge domain structures in Ni80.0Fe20.0 … Ni82.5Fe17.5 patterns

• thickness 2 µm

• domain structure determined by stress relaxation effects

J. McCord., JAP 95, 6855-6857 (2004)

recording head 
shields

2 µm

0 MPa

250 MPa



Relaxation - comparison high vs. low λs

• no regular closure domain structures in square elements

• Ni82Fe18 - edge curling walls

• Ni45Fe55 - anisotropy patterning

J. McCord., JAP 95, 6855-6857 (2004)



Stress and domains in magnetic thin films

• (Co50Fe50/SiO2)5 multilayer, magnetic thickness 500 nm

• compressive stress induced magnetization ripple

20 µmσ = –70 MPa
Hc = 17 Oe

σ = –860 MPa
Hc = 35 Oe

Hext

internal compressive film stress, λs > 0



Stress and domains in magnetic thick films

• stripe domain development in sputtered Ni82Fe18 films (2 µm)

• simultaneous occurrence of weak and strong stripe domains 
during reversal

• weak stripe domains not visible in longitudinal image

J. McCord, J. Westwood, IEEE Transactions on Magnetics 37, 1755-1757 (2001)

horizontal
sensitivity

transversal
sensitivity



Summary on “stress”

• observation of stress induced 
reversal (stress jig - sample 
holder)

• observation of stress effects

• general and lateral

application of stress

int
rin

sic
 st

res
s



Domain walls

... examples from thin films ...



Domain walls in thin films

• different kind of domain walls in thin films (FeN)

• domain wall transformations with thickness, stack, and field

J. McCord, J. Westwood, Journal of Applied Physics 87, 6502-6504 (2000)



Domain walls in 
low coupled bi-

layer films

b a

b

a

c

c

J. McCord, J. Westwood, JAP 87, 6502-6504 (2000)

superimposed Néel walls

compensated Néel wallFeN (50 nm)/ Al2O3 (5 nm) / FeN (50 nm)



Domain walls asymmetry in EB bi-layers

• NiFe(30 nm)/NiO
(0 nm, 5 nm, 50 nm)

• change in cross-tie 
period ~ effective 
anisotropy

• asymmetric domain 
wall structure

J. McCord, submitted

0 nm

5 nm

30 nm

30 nm



Patterned samples ...

... including magnetically patterned 
samples ...



Reversal in patterned elements

• residual vertical anisotropy

• domain wall motion with increasing field

• concertina development and breakdown with again 
decreasing field

Ni81Fe19 200 nm



Multi-step reversal in pointed elements

• Ni81Fe19 elements (160 nm)

• “single domain” behavior (large size!)

• element by element switching

simultaneous measurement of hysteresis and domain structure



Opposite exchange bias 

• Si/SiO2/Cu(30nm)/Ir17Mn83(15nm)/Co70Fe30(30nm)/Ta(5nm)

• two step reversal - anti-parallel loop shift
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J. McCord, K. Theis-Bröhl, et al., JAP 97, 10K102 (2005)



Longitudinal reversal

• nearly independent switching in stripes

• head-on domain wall motion

• slight modulation of magnetization at borders
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J. McCord, K. Theis-Bröhl, et al., JAP 97, 10K102 (2005)

stripe width 2.5 µm



Low angle domains 
- Néel wall tail 

influence

• Néel wall ensemble

• generation of low angle 
perpendicular domains through 
Néel wall tails

stripe width 2.5 µm



 

amorphous 
FeCoBSi film, 
30 nm thick

Anisotropy patterned samples

• He-ion implantation 
assisted writing of 
anisotropy

• lateral modulation 
of domain structure

J. McCord, J. Fassbender, APL 86, 162505 (2005)



Summary on patterned samples

• clearly resolve domain features in 

• lithographically patterned 
samples

• influence of magnetostatics (see 
also smaller stripes shown before)

• local domain and domain wall 
features in anisotropy 
patterned samples



Low temperature imaging

... just two examples ...



Schematics - T dependent microscopy

• domain observation from 10 K to 700 K

• lateral resolution (1 µm) limited due to sample-objective spacing 

• additional application of magnetic field

Cu-finger,
heated or cooled

objective
glass window

sampleelectromagnet

sketch, stolen from R. Schäfer, IFW Dresden



Rotational 
reversal in spring 
magnets (@77 K)

• winding and unwinding of 
planar domain wall

• three phases 

• domain wall angles agree 
with net magnetization

together with S. Mangin, Uni Nancy 
and Y. Henry, CNRS Strasbourg

Tb45Fe55 (25 nm)/Gd40Fe60 (50 nm) @77K



Stripe domains in (Ga0.95Mn0.05)As

• dominating out-of-plane anisotropy

• additional in-plane anisotropy effects
(not investigated in detail)

100 µmafter Hext after Hext

sample courtesy  H. Ohno, Japan

[-110]

[110]@20 K



Summary on T-observations

• observations over the whole 
temperature range possible

• “hit” on resolution



Advanced techniques (not mentioned so far) ...

... quantitative techniques, frequency 
analysis ...



Image calibration - M(Θ)

• image normalization

• determining the sensitivity function (better)

• additional images necessary



Norm. Kerr microscopy (semi-quantitative)

• analysis of two magnetization components

• quantitative magnetization vector representation in a 
metallic Fe-rich glass

• stress dominated magnetization distribution

100 µm

J. McCord, A. Hubert, Physica Status Solidi (A) 171(2), 555-562 (1999)



Thermal stability in GMR stacks

• quantitative imaging

• rotation of anisotropy and exchange 
bias after perpendicular field anneal 
below blocking temperature

after annealing at 200°C

10 μm

Hannealglass/NiFe(5nm)CoFe(0.6nm)/Cu
(2.4nm)/CoFe(3nm)/NiMn(28nm)

before annealing

L. Baril, J. McCord et al., JAP 89, 1320-1324 (2001)



Separation of longitudinal and polar signals

• fringing field generation in recording heads

• adjacent track interference

Mz Mx

2.4 µm

gap

P1

P2

B. Argyle, J. McCord, 
Magnetic Storage Systems Beyond 2000/ Nato Science Series: II: Mathematics, Physics and Chemistry, vol. 41 ed. G.C. Hadjipanayis (2001)



Separation of mixed domain states

• separation of mixed domain states by frequency filtering (FFT)

• stress induced stripe domains

• microstructure induced patch domains 

J. McCord, S. Dieter,  et al., Journal of Magnetism and Magnetic Materials 271, 46-52 (2004)



Image processing

• more  than one image of the same 
configuration needed

• image normalization

• quantitative imaging

• separation of in-plane and out-of-
plane components

• frequency analysis



Time resolved microscopy

... from minutes to picoseconds ...



Why/where is time resolution needed ...

• relaxation processes - up to minutes

• eddy-current limited switching - µsec for “bulk” samples

• magnetic precession - 10-9 sec

d
dt

M M H
M

M d
dt

M
eff

s

! ! ! ! !
= ! × + ×"

# ( ) LLG



Additional ingredients needed ...

• observation - camera

• regular CCD camera @ 25 Hz - slow dynamics

• gated intensified CCD camera - sub nsec resolution

• illumination

• arc flash lamp - µsec

• pulsed LED - approx. 50 psec (scanning mode)

• mode-locked Laser based imaging - down to 10 psec

• Laser scanning microscopy

• Laser based wide-field imaging

• fast field excitation

• control of timing (!)



Stroboscopic imaging - high speed reversal

• continuous accumulation of periodic events

• time-slice through changing delay Δt

• repetitive events needed

pump-probe 
approach



Time resolved wide-field imaging (I)

• regular imaging mode - camera based

• time-resolution variable from sec down to approx. 1/25 sec

• time-resolution down to approx. 1/1000 sec in stroboscopic 
imaging technique



Low speed reversal (Ni81Fe19, 240 nm)

• “Textbook” example

• “single shot” experiment

• direct observation of magnetization reversal

H~ H~<



Low speed reversal (Ni81Fe19, 240 nm)

• “Textbook” example

• “single shot” experiment

• direct observation of magnetization reversal

H~ H~<



Domain creeping 
in EB IrMn/NiFe

• IrMn/Ni81Fe19 (3 nm/40 nm)

• Hext = const.; M(t)

• AF induced relaxation processes

J. McCord, R. Mattheis, et al., Physical Review B 70, 
094420 (2004)



History of high speed observation (I) 

• q-switched ruby laser, dye laser

• ≈ 10 ns laser pulse-width

• magnetic bubble “explosion” in YEuTmGa-FeO garnet films

M. Kryder, F. Humphrey, J. Appl. Phys. 38, 829, 1969; L. Gal, G. Zimmer, et al., phys. stat. sol. A30, 561-569, 1975

from A. Hubert, 
R. Schäfer, 
Magnetic domains 
(1998)

single shot image



History of high speed observation (II) 

• Laser magneto-optical microscope “LAMOM”

• inductive recording head - Ni81Fe19 yoke

• Q-switched Nd-YAG laser ≈ 5 nsec

• “differential” imaging

B. Petek, P.L. Trouilloud, et al., IEEE Trans. Magn. 24, 1722, 1990, Carnegie Mellon University

from A. Hubert, 
R. Schäfer, 
Magnetic domains 
(1998)



Time resolved wide-field imaging (II)

camera based - intensified CCD

• time-resolution down to approx. 
250 psec in stroboscopic imaging 
technique

• exact synchronization between 
magnetic field excitation and 
camera opening

• key element - gated image 
intensifier



Image intensifier

gated image intensifier

• repetition rate DC ... 80 MHz

• gating time down to 200 ps

• adjusted by voltage between 
photo-cathode and micro-channel 
plate (MCP)

• micro-channel plate image 
intensifier

• exposure times 200 ps - 1000 sec



Dynamic losses and domain multiplication

• nanocrystalline 
Fe-based 
wound core

Ku = 30 J/m3 

Ku = 10 J/m3

Ku = 5 J/m3

Ku

50 Hz 10 kHz1kHz 5 kHz

0.2 mm

strong Ku

specific classical eddy 
current loss 

specific hysteresis loss per cycle

moderate Ku
weak Ku
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S. Flohrer, R. Schäfer, et al., submitted



Domain nucleation of domains @ 1 kHz

• weak Ku

• time resolution = 1 µsec

0.2 mm
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S. Flohrer, R. Schäfer, et al., submitted



Comparison of quasi-static and dynamics

Kerr
sensit.

high field reversal of Permalloy element

D. Chumakov, J. McCord et al., Phys. Rev. B 71, 014410 (2005)

quasi-static

dynamic

H

H

H

H

Ni81Fe19 28 x 28 µm2, 50 nm

Δt = 6 ns



Dynamic relaxation

• small driving field (1.5·Hsat) - slow reversal

• concertina development

• vortices at the left-right corners

• domain wall generation

D. Chumakov, J. McCord et al., Phys. Rev. B 71, 014410 (2005)



Summary - gated image intensifier

• variable gating time DC to 200 psec

• variable repetition rate DC to 80 MHz

• combination with quasi-static observation

• very flexible

• low efficiency 0.00025 (e.g. 1 MHz, 250 ps)

• low SNR



Time resolved wide-field imaging (III)

• Laser based 
(stroboscopic) 
imaging (similar 
for arc flash lamp)

• mode-locked 
Nd:YVO4 Laser

• time-resolution 
down to approx. 15 
psec

• Laser scrambler 
needed

A. Neudert, J. McCord, et al., Phys. Rev. B 71, 134405 (2005)



Speckle removal

•  removal of coherence effects – laser scrambler

•  averaging over moving speckle pattern

rotating “rough” glass disc
strongly reduced laser speckle

Kerr microscopy possible

laser speckle
interference pattern

no observation possible

B.E. Argyle, J. McCord; JAP 87, 6487-6489 (2000)



In plane 
excitation - 

square elements

• rotation of M (MxH, top-b.)

• buckling of M (right)

• stretching of M (left)

• spike domains

• slow relaxation

A. Neudert, J. McCord, et al., 
Phys. Rev. B 71, 134405 (2005)

Ni81Fe19

40 x 40 µm2, 50 nm



Bi-modal reversal (Py 50 nm, ☐ 40 µm)

rotation of closure 
domains

buckling,
precession 
of ripple 
domains

2 element behavior

A. Neudert, J. McCord, et al., Phys. Rev. B 71, 134405 (2005)

M par H

M perp. H



Spike domains (50 nm, ☐ 40 µm)

• development of spike domains (after 1 ns)

• similar to quasi-static elements

• similar to concertina development

A. Neudert, J. McCord, et al., Phys. Rev. B 71, 134405 (2005)



precessional
Bloch line 
generation

Quantitative 
time-resolved 

imaging

0.9 ns

1.3 ns

1.7 ns

2.7 ns

5.2 ns

13.2 ns

pu
ls

e 
on

pu
ls

e 
of

f

Hpulse

A. Neudert, submitted to JAP

Ni81Fe19

8 x 16 µm2, 160 nm



Relaxation in perp. EB - arc flash lamp

• low rep. rate arc flash lamp

• approx. 10 µsec time resolution

• stroboscopic observation of 
domain nucleation in EB systems 

• (single-shot possible)

• asymmetry in nucleation density

➡ wider distribution of EB field

F. Romanens, S. Pizzini, et al.; accepted for PRB

(Pt(2 nm)/Co(0.4 nm))5/Pt(0.4 nm)/IrMn (5 nm)

100 µm



Stroboscopic wide-field illumination

• time resolution determined by 
illumination source (fixed)

• from µsec to psec

• usually fixed repetition rate

• no sample movement - fast

• high efficiency

• good SNR



Time-res. Laser scanning microscopy (IV)
C. Back, J. Heidmann, J. McCord, IEEE Transactions on Magnetics 35, 637-642 (1999)



Magnetization dynamics in recording heads

• out-of plane M(t) in pole-tips of recording head

• characterization of write head dynamics
restoring force on the garnet magnetization to raise the fer-

romagnetic resonance frequency. This resulting Faraday cur-

rent probe has a bandwidth of almost 5 GHz, corresponding

to a risetime of 65 ps. The electrical pulse propagation delay

along the line separating the Faraday probe and the head

itself is approximately 80 ps.

III. RESULTS

An example of the time-domain measurements is shown

in Fig. 2. Here, a bipolar current waveform of nominal op-

erating amplitude, !61 mA, has been applied to a permalloy
head having a 10-turn input coil. The dotted line illustrates

the time dependence of the actual write current as sampled

by the Faraday probe. The corresponding response of the

perpendicular magnetization recorded by the polar Kerr ef-

fect is shown by the solid line, measured here for the bottom

of the pole tip P2. The 80-ps time shift from the line length

between the garnet and the head has been removed in this

plot. The data indicate a 1.6-ns time constant for the magne-

tization change, combined with an apparent 0.7-ns magnetic

propagation delay between the arrival of current at the coil

and the onset of magnetization change at the pole tip.

The instantaneous spatial dependence of the perpendicu-

lar magnetization during the write cycle is acquired by scan-

ning the sample under a laser spot produced by focussing the

585-nm wavelength beam using a 0.6 numerical aperture mi-

croscope objective. The resulting spatial resolution is close

to the diffraction-limited value of 0.8 !m. This spatial reso-
lution is sufficient to allow us to resolve many interesting

position-dependent features in the magnetization, although it

is clearly insufficient to resolve all of the detail in the mag-

netization near the gap. Representative images from a per-

malloy head taken at four different instants along a time-span

similar to that of Fig. 2 are shown in Fig. 3. The shape of the

current waveform in this case is the same as in Fig. 2, but the

amplitude is now !94 mA. The images are three-

dimensional renderings in which the topography corresponds

to the local perpendicular magnetization. The spatial window

is 12 !m on a side, approximately centered on the write gap
between P1 and P2. Of particular note is the fact that under

these extreme drive conditions, significant differences in the

response time at different spatial locations arise, to the extent

that there exist instants at which the net perpendicular mag-

netization has the same phase on both pole tips. A sequence

of such images has been stitched together into a ‘‘slow-

motion’’ video9 having an effective frame rate of 20 billion

per second. Our interest in strong drive conditions also stems

from a desire to use the heads as high-speed field transducers

in research applications.

The spatial dependence is further highlighted by the spot

measurements of the time dependence of the magnetization

at different locations compared in Fig. 4. Very dramatic dif-

ferences can be observed, for example, by comparing the

responses on P2 "solid curve# to those near the far edges of
P1 "dot–dashed curve#. Even at the nominal drive current of
61 mA one observes very rapid time response on P1 far from

P2, approaching the rise time of the current pulse at the coil

as determined by the current probe. To some degree this is

understandable in that the extremal regions of P1 remain

everywhere well below saturation, hence a continuous high

permeability path for rapid flux transport is assured. How-

ever, by simply reducing the amplitude of the drive current,

comparably fast response is not achieved at P2, suggest-

FIG. 2. A time-resolved optical measurement of the perpendicular magne-

tization at P2 on a 10-turn recording head, with the corresponding optical

measurement of the coil current for absolute timing comparisons. FIG. 3. A collection of stroboscopic scanned images of the perpendicular

magnetization in a 12-!m-square region centered on the gap, with P2 to the
left and P1 on the right. The labels correspond to time positions during a

write cycle as shown in Fig. 2.

FIG. 4. Time-resolved magnetization measurements at different spatial lo-

cations on the pole tips, and for different current pulsing conditions.

5899J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 79, No. 8, 15 April 1996 M. R. Freeman and J. F. Smyth

Downloaded¬05¬Sep¬2005¬to¬193.174.238.119.¬Redistribution¬subject¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp

M. Freeman, J. Smyth, JAP 79, 5898-5900 (1996)

Mpolar



Magnetization dynamics in NiFe elements

• 15 nm Ni80Fe20 element, element size 10 µm x 2 µm

• change of reversal modes with orthogonal bias field

• domain walls decrease switching time

B. C. Choi, M. Belov, W. K. Hiebert, G. E. Ballentine, M. R. Freeman, Phys. Rev. Lett. 86, 728, 2001



Precession of magnetic ground states

• spin dynamics in closure domains

• confirmed by micromagnetic calculations

J. Park et al., PRB 67, 020403(R) (2003)

Ni81Fe19

5 x 5 µm2, 50 nm

Hpulse



Imaging of vortex eigenmodes

• multiple spin 
wave modes

• inversion in 
vortex contrast

• switching of 
vortex core 

deviations from the ground state the in-plane tangential
component of the magnetization vector is, to first order,
unaffected by the motion[9,10]. The radial component Mr
(not measured in the present experiment) is connected to
Mz!t" by the relation _Mr / Mz[10], so that the magneti-
zation vector performs an elliptical precession. Thus, in
this linear limit, it is sufficient to consider Mz in order to
have the full knowledge of the modal structure.

A detailed view of the various eigenmodes driving the
spin motion in Fig. 1 is obtained by Fourier transforming
the time domain signal recorded at each location into the
frequency domain. The FT data are reassembled to show
spatially resolved maps not only of the amplitude — as in
Ref.[2,3] —but also of the phase. The Fourier spectrum
consists of a sequence of resonances along the frequency
axis corresponding to the eigenmodes. Although the
spacing in the frequency domain of the raw data is
1=!Tend # Tstart" $ 1=2:9 ns $ 0:34 GHz, the exact loca-
tion of the maximum of these resonances can be deter-
mined with a higher accuracy of 0.1 GHz when using
zerofilling. The typical width of the resonance curves is
1 GHz. The values of the resonance frequencies (given in
the captions to the figures) have been accurately repro-
duced by an analytical calculation based on Ref.[10] and
by a micromagnetic simulation based on the code devel-
oped by one of us[13]. Details of these calculations,
which go beyond the scope of this Letter, will be pub-
lished in a separate Letter[14]. Here images of the am-
plitude and the phase at resonance of various eigenmodes
are displayed in Figs. 2 and 3.We distinguish two types of
eigenmodes[15]: those with an axially symmetric spec-
tral weight and phase (Fig. 2) and those breaking the
axial symmetry of the ground state (Fig. 3). Only axially
symmetric modes are expected if the tipping pulse is
uniform over the disk and all geometries are perfectly
axially symmetric. Symmetry breaking modes, instead,
require, e.g., a non-uniform tipping pulse or a deviation of
the sample from a perfect cylindrical shape. Our compu-

tation of the field configuration arising from the single
turn coil reveals that the tipping pulse has a sizable
gradient in the plane of the vortex, owing to the coil
opening towards the leads. The maximum difference in
tipping field amplitude reaches 30%. As revealed by our
micromagnetic simulation[13], this asymmetry is capable
of exciting non-axially symmetric modes. Fourier-
amplitude (left) and -phase (right) images of the three
low-lying axially symmetric modes are displayed in
Fig. 2(a)–2(c). The left hand side of each image shows
the result of the micromagnetic calculation, the right hand
side is the amplitude (or phase) of the Fourier transform
of the experimental time domain images. The modes can
be classified according to the number of nodes: the fun-
damental and highest-amplitude mode has a node only in
the center of the disk and at its border 2(a). The phase is
uniform over the disk. The next mode has a node at
approximately half distance between the core and the
boundary 2(b). Across the node the phase changes by !,
just as in any standing wave. Finally, we observe a third
mode with two nodes within the disk 2(c) and with !
phase jump across each node. This modal structure is well
described by the first order Bessel function J1!kir", where

FIG. 2 (color). Fourier transform of the axially symmetric
eigenmodes. FT of Fig. 1 at each location results in a Fourier
spectrum with five resonances (width: % 1 GHz). In (a)–(c):
Fourier amplitude (left) and Fourier phase (right) at resonance
for modes with radial symmetry. Their frequencies are
2:8 GHz (a), 3:9 GHz (b) and 4:5 GHz (c). (a) has the largest
spectral weight, i.e., it is dominating the motion and is respon-
sible for the overall periodicity apparent from Fig. 1. The left
hand side of the images reports the results of our micromag-
netic simulation; the right hand side are the experimental data.
Because of our finite spatial resolution the experimental images
extend over the border of the disk.

FIG. 1. Temporal evolution of the precessional motion.
Mz!t" #Mz!t $ 0"is imaged as a function of the time elapsed
after the magnetic field pulse. Notice that some images show a
central spot which is clearly distinguishable from the surround-
ings. This feature will be discussed in connection with Fig. 5.
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diameter 6 µm
Ni81Fe19

6 x 6 µm2, 15 nm

Hpulse



Eigenmodes - Fourier imaging

• extraction of non axially symmetric (shape induced) 
excitation modes by FFT processing 

M. Buess, C. Back et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 93, 077207 (2004)

1.56 GHz mode 1.95 GHz mode



Summary on scanning dynamics

• time resolution to psec

• fixed repetition rate

• sample movement - slow

• high efficiency

• best SNR (magnetometer-like)



Overall summary - good ...

• sample manipulation easy: arbitrary sample shape and size, 
arbitrary magnetic fields, cooling, heating, fast

• simultaneous measurement of hysteresis curves

• imaging of magnetization vector

➡ quantitative microscopy

• information depth 20 nm

➡ depth-selective imaging possible in multilayers

• imaging of dynamic processes at high speed

labo
rato

ry t
ool



Overall summary - ... but ...

• optical resolution limited to approx. 250 nm 

• only surface domains can be seen

• not element specific

• ...



Where to go from here …

• improve resolution

• UV → x2 in resolution

• optical near field microscopy?

• single shot psec imaging

• high power laser + ultra sensitive camera system

• Introduction - overview (pre 2002)

• A. Hubert & R. Schäfer, “Magnetic Domains”, Springer (1998)

• M. Freeman & W. Hiebert, “Stroboscopic microscopy of magnetic domains”, 
in “Spin dynamics in confined magnetic structures I”, B. Hillebrands, K. 
Ounadjela (Eds.) (2002)


